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The internet is the richest source of 
genealogical information today.  The 
amount, scope, and availability of 
data is staggering, even 
incomprehensible.  It is virtually 
certain there is valid information 
about your ancestors on the internet.  
So how do we find it?   
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How to search 
Google safely:

Set your preferences by clicking 
“Search settings”.

World Wide 
Web

• It’s OK to use more that one search 
engine.

• The best search engine is the one 
where you find what you are looking for.

• Other search engines include, Yahoo, 
Ask, MSN, BING.
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• Google is not case sensitive - GeNeAlOgY is the same as 
genealogy

• Punctuation is not needed. Every word matters.   Words that are 
commonly used, like 'the,' 'a,' and 'for,' are usually ignored

• Google now features “instant search” - it will anticipate what you 
are searching for and bring up web sites while you are typing.

• The order of search terms will affect your results. Most of the time 
you will find exactly what you are looking for by simply typing in 
the search box  and hitting enter, however it is best to learn some 
basic search rules and tips to help you find what you want or 
narrow your search.

• Choose descriptive words.  The more unique the word, the more 
likely you are to get results. Words that are not very descriptive 
like “document: or “website” are not usually needed.

• Even though basic simple searches are often enough, 
sometimes you may need more power using “Boolean 
Operators”.

• Phrase search ("").  By putting double quotes around a set of words, 
you are telling Google to consider the exact words in that exact order 
without any change. Google already uses the order and the fact that 
the words are together as a very strong signal and will stray from it 
only for a good reason, so quotes are usually unnecessary. By 
insisting on phrase search you might be missing good results 
accidentally. Example the phrase “Tom Jones” will miss the “Thomas 
Jones”, “Tom D Jones”, etc. You may have to search several ways.

• Terms you want to exclude (-).  Attaching a minus sign immediately 
before a word indicates that you do not want pages that contain this 
word to appear in your results. The minus sign should appear 
immediately before the word and should be preceded with a space.
Example: “John Kennedy” -President.

• Search within a specific website (site:).  Google allows you to specify 
that your search results must come from a given website.  Example: 
Hebert louisiana site: usgenweb.com.
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• Fill in the blanks (*). The *, or wildcard, is a little-known feature that 
can be very powerful. If you include * within a query, it tells Google to 
try to treat the star as a placeholder for any unknown term(s) and then 
find the best matches. Note that the * operator works only on whole 
words, not parts of words. Example: Zenos * Warren came to 
Michigan

Sarah Sweet Warren Wood

File Format: PDF/Adobe Acrobat - Quick View

Zenos C. Warren and family moved to Oakland county Michigan, where he died 4 March ...
and his wife Cornelia Ann Warren also came to Utah and settled ...

www.bobcatsworld.com/family/Sarah%20Sweet%20Warren%20Wood.pdf

• Search exactly as is (+).  Google employs synonyms automatically, so 
that it finds pages that mention, for example, marriage for the query 
(marriages) , or Maine history for the query ME history ]. But sometimes 
Google helps out a little too much and gives you a synonym when you 
don't really want it. By attaching a + immediately before a word
(remember, don't add a space after the +), you are telling Google to 
match that word precisely as you typed it. 

• The OR operator. Google's default behavior is to consider all the words in 
a search. If you want to specifically allow either one of several words, you 
can use the OR operator (note that you have to type 'OR' in ALL CAPS).  
(The AND operator, by the way, is the default, so it is not needed.) 
Example: “Samuel Walker” la OR ms
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• Number ranges: GOOGLE will work with numbers and number
ranges.  Just type two numbers separated by two periods with no 
spaces.  Example: “Etienne Hebert” 1720..1780.  

• “Free genealogy search help for google”.  Type this phrase into the 
search box and you can create a series of different searches using tips or 
"tricks" that will likely improve your results. The different searches will 
give you many different ways of using Google to find ancestry 
information on the Internet.
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Google will find 
any image on the 
web that matches 

your search

this this 
image image 

included included 
a link to a link to 
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pictures and other 
images can be found

watch historical videos 
associated with your ancestors 
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Find a guide to using Google maps by 
searching “ Getting to know Google Maps”
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You can go to almost any place in the world on 
Google maps

Get directions to remote places. 
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News archive search provides an easy way to search and explore historical archived newspapers. 
Users can search for events, people or ideas and see how they have been described over time. In 
addition to searching for the most relevant articles for their query, users can get a historical 
overview of the results by browsing an automatically generated timeline. We provide two ways of 
searching: Search Archives, which presents articles in order of relevance to the query; and 
Timeline, which presents a timeline of events and articles associated with the query. The timeline 
is dynamically generated in response to each query.

Google News Archive
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Look what’s under the “more “tab

GOOGLE BOOK 
SEARCH IS 
FABULOUS!
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Right now you can search over the full text of 
some seven million books through google 

books

Whenever you do a google search, you are 
searching our book index:  The results will take 
you to the relevant page in the book.  You can 

browse, borrow or buy the book.

This book  only 
shows snippits
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There is no text for this book, 
but you can usually borrow it 

through inter library loan.

I searched for Amos Sweet
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For this book I can read the 
entire book on-line or 

download it to my computer

Click on “Even More”
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Google Alerts
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You can easily add, change or edit your 
alerts.  You will get emails when something 

is found.

Click on the translate feature. Then you can copy and 
paste the address of a web-site that you would like to 

translate
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Click on the translated link to the web-
site and Google will translate the 

information.  Fabulous!

You can customize your home 
page using  “iGoogle”

Click on the “iGoogle” link in the upper right corner of the page
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You can add a theme to your 
iGoogle home page!

You can add tools (called 
“gadgets” to your home 
page by clicking on “add 
stuff
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You can search for the type of 
Gadgets you want on your page!

You can search for the Theme 
you want for your home page

Click “Add it now”


